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The political tensions surrounding economic stabilization in revo
lutionary Nicaragua between 1979 and 1988 will be examined in this
article. A review of the Nicaraguan case reveals that the Sandinista model
of a mixed economy (presupposing at least simple reproduction of the
capitalist, small producer, and state sectors) with multiclass "national
unity" created a series of demands that were increasingly difficult to
reconcile with defense priorities and longer-term goals for socioeconomic
transformation. After 1981, access to external finance became more re
strictive, the payoff horizon for investment projects began to lengthen,
and destabilization intensified. Failure to assess these internal and exter
nal tensions realistically contributed to inflationary pressures and de
facto shifts in income distribution, which at times undermined the con
solidation of revolutionary hegemony and required reconsidering alliance
strategies.

Focusing on dynamic class alliances in Nicaragua helps define
what has been characterized as an atypical experience of socialist transi
tion (Conroy and Pastor 1988). After ten years of revolution, capitalists
and peasant or artisan producers still controlled a major share of the
economy. Instead of central planning, the Nicaraguan state used control
of foreign trade and banking, along with varying degrees of market
intervention, to support an accumulation model explicitly aimed at favor
ing workers and peasants within a broad multiclass alliance. When this
model, with its internal and external tensions, proved incapable of pro-
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viding continued improvement in basic welfare, the resulting adjust
ments formed part of an evolving definition of the character of the San
dinista Revolution.

The Nicaraguan case also raises some of the more general issues
associated with the political economy of transition, such as the availability
of external finance, the possibilities and implications of various strategies
for mobilizing resources for development, and the articulation and bal
ance between different sectors of property. Similar experiences elsewhere
suggest that revolutionary transitions have a propensity for financial
instability (Griffith-Jones 1981; FitzGerald 1988). The reasons include the
immediate demand for expanded government activity, costs associated
with sabotage and resistance to proposed transformations, and the dis
ruption of existing patterns of production and distribution. These factors
are typically aggravated by external destabilization, which may be consid
ered an inherent part of revolutionary transitions (Vuskovic and Aceituno
1982).

The term stabilization is generally reserved by economists to refer to
policies aimed at reducing inflation (that is, stabilizing the general price
level in a given economy) and correcting macroeconomic disequilibria.
The term destabilization, in contrast, has acquired currency in the field of
politics to refer to actions (usually covert) by one government to under
mine and promote the collapse of another government, such as the U.S.
destabilization of the Unidad Popular government in Chile in the 1970s. In
practice, however, the two concepts are often interrelated because sta
bilization policies have distributive implications and destabilization cam
paigns focus on potentially disaffected groups in the target country.

In Nicaragua during this period (as in other revolutionary transi
tions), access to external financing was restricted and conditioned by
geopolitical considerations and the perceived /I radicalism" of the regime
(Stallings 1986). Nicaragua had suffered a 26 percent drop in production
in 1979, the year the Somoza dictatorship was overthrown, and qualified
as an obvious candidate for reconstruction financing. But as a result of
U.S. pressure, loans from multilateral development banks such as the
World Bank and Inter-American Development Bank fell from 78 percent
of Nicaraguas contracted borrowing in 1979 to zero between 1984 and
1988 (Stahler-Sholk 1987a). To some extent, Nicaragua was able to replace
these sources with bilateral credits, mainly from socialist countries and
the social democracies of Western Europe and Latin America. But tied
credit lines offered less import flexibility than hard cash, and new com
mitments of bilateral credits began to taper off in 1986.1 Although the
Nicaraguan Revolution held more possibilities for diversifying depen
dence than the Cuban Revolution had, quantitative and qualitative limits
existed on available aid.

This external financial restriction, in an open economy where
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imports represented an average of 33 percent of gross domestic product
between 1980 and 1987, was reinforced by a coordinated series of hostili
ties by the U.S. government aimed at economic and social disruption.
U.S.-backed Contra forces attacked coffee harvests (Nicaraguas main
export crop), schools, health posts, and other economic and social targets.
Meanwhile, the trade embargo imposed by the Reagan administration in
May 1985 particularly affected industrial production, which was depen
dent on U.S.-made parts and materials.

The destabilization campaign, which has been well documented
and analyzed elsewhere (FitzGerald 1987a; Walker 1987), inflicted over
one billion dollars in direct material damages (see table 1) and a total
direct economic cost estimated at five billion dollars between 1980 and
1988,2 an amount equaling more than two years of economic production.
By the end of this period, defense spending was absorbing over 40 percent
of the government budget, 15 percent of the work force, and a significant
portion of the country's scarce technical and organizational capacity. Nor
was the Contra war the only factor contributing to the economic disequi
libria of the 1980s. The Central American economies had already been
facing serious structural difficulties by the 1970s (Weeks 1985), which
were aggravated by unfavorable international terms of trade, a recession
that reduced intraregional commerce to one-third of prewar levels, and an
unraveling of mechanisms for regional integration.

In addition to these various external constraints, the ambitious
Sandinista model of structural economic transformation was plagued by a
disjuncture between demands and available sources of foreign exchange
as well as by tension between the state and the capitalist sector, which
controlled some 60 percent of agro-export production in the post-1979
mixed economy. These problems were complicated by a lack of state
capacity that reflected the dilemma of balancing managerial incentives
and revolutionary consciousness as well as the concentration of scarce
human resources on the defense effort from 1983 to 1981: 3

The relative weight of each of these factors-the war and destabi
lization, external financial limitations, international and regional eco
nomic crisis, and tensions within the revolutionary project itself-as well
as other factors is still being studied and debated (Spalding 1987). But the
resulting economic imbalances are evident in such indicators as the large
trade deficit, fiscal deficit, and hyperinflation (see table 1). In effect, the
distributive impact of economic stabilization and adjustment between
1979 and 1988 involved a considerably smaller "pie" to be distributed than
the pre-1979 dimensions. In fact, real per capita income in the 1980s fell to
1960 levels.

At the center of the stabilization and destabilization dynamic could
be found the struggle over consolidating hegemony in post-Somocista
Nicaragua (Nunez 1987). Although the Sandinista project defines work-
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TABLE 1 Economic Indicators in Nicaragua, 1979-1988

1979 1980 1981

Basic Indicators
GDP (millions of 1980 U.S. dollars)b 1,990.4 2,079.9 2,191.4
Population (in thousands)c 2,689.5 2,771.0 2,860.8
Real GDP growth (percent)d -26.4 4.5 5.4
Real per capita GDP growth (percent)b -28.5 1.4 2.1

External Sector (millions of U.S. dollars)
Exports (FOB)d 566.5 450.4 508.2
Imports (CIF)d 360.2 887.2 999.4
Balance of traded 206.3 -436.8 -491.2
International terms of tradeb

(index 1980 = 100) 95.6 100.0 79.4
External debt (year-end)e 1,562.6 1,804.8 2,501.2

Other Indicators
Index of real wages f

(base 1980 = 100) 101.2 100.0 91.2
Inflation, Dec.-Dec. (percent)c 70.3 24.8 23.2
Unemployment (percent)b 32.0 18.3 16.0
Fiscal deficit/GDP (percent)b 7.2 8.4 10.0

Costs of the War
Material damage and production loss

(millions of U.S. dollars)g 1.6 9.2
Defense expenditures as 0/0 of

government budgeth 20.4 22.0
Sources: See notes below.

a Preliminary figures.
b Secretaria de Planificacion y Presupuesto (SPP). Conversion of GDP to dollars is the
author's calculation, based on IMF methodology.
c Instituto Nacional de Estadisticas and Censos (lNEC).
d Ministerio de Economia, Industria and Comercio (MEIC).
e Banco Central de Nicaragua (BCN).
f Authors calculation, based on inflation figures from INEC and salaries from the
Ministerio del Trabajo (MITRAB).

ers and peasants as fundamental classes of the Revolution, numerically
they are outnumbered by the urban informal sector and semiproletarian
ized rural poor within a highly fluid class structure. This "third force"
was a crucial base of support for the Frente Sandinista de Liberacion
Nacional (FSLN) during the 1978-79 insurrection.4 For purposes of study
ing the stabilization-destabilization dynamic, it is important to analyze
the distributive impact of specific policies on the more broadly defined
"popular classes" and not just the narrower "historical subject" of the
Revolution (Vilas 1986b, 46).

The Sandinista strategy for consolidating revolutionary hegemony
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TA BLE (continued)

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988a

2,173.5 2,273.8 2,238.2 2,146.8 2,125.0 2,110.0 1,941.4
2,956.8 3,058.0 3,163.4 3,272.1 3,384.4 3,501.2 3,621.6

-0.8 4.6 -1.6 -4.1 -1.0 -0.7 -8.0
-4.0 1.2 -4.8 -7.3 -4.3 -4.1 -11.4

406.0 428.8 385.7 301.5 244.2 294.8 235.1
775.5 806.9 825.5 891.9 774.5 825.2 807.1

-369.5 -378.1 -439.8 -590.4 -530.3 -530.4 -572.0

69.7 68.2 73.5 65.4 62.7 74.8 67.7
2,976.1 3,788.6 4,362.2 5,067.9 6,264.0 6,798.7 7,220.1

81.0
22.2
19.9
13.5

32.1

18.9

69.7
32.9
18.9
29.8

164.9

18.2

68.3
50.2
20.6
24.5

216.6

24.1

52.3
334.3
20.9
23.3

165.0

34.1

19.2
747.4
22.1
17.6

243.6

38.5

6.7
1,347.2

24.4
16.6

408.9

41.3 a ,i

3.8
33,602.6

26.6
24.0

178.1h

n.d.

g CEPAL, "Notas para el estudio economico de America Latina: Nicaragua 1988,"
Mexico City, 7 July 1989.
h Ministerio de la Presidencia.
i CEPAL, "Notas para el estudio economico de America Latina: Nicaragua 1987,"
Mexico, 2 Mar. 1988.

in the context of external destabilization involved three major elements.
The first was to strengthen the urban and rural proletariat through a state
directed process of accumulation that focused on agricultural and agro
industrial modernization (Irvin 1983), a line most closely associated
ideologically with the Tendencia Proletaria of the FSLN and perhaps
instrumentally with technocrats and state managers.5 The second ele
ment consisted of strategic alliances with "patriotic" fractions of the
bourgeoisie and middle strata-initially promoted by the Tendencia Insur
reccional or Tercerista under the rubric of "national unity" (Vilas 1985). A
third element of the strategy, which was still being formulated as part of a
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restructuring of alliances, involved policies designed to articulate the state
sector with wealthier peasants and small agrarian capitalists.

The remainder of the first section of this article will outline mac
roeconomic policies and stabilization dilemmas in Nicaragua from 1979 to
1988. The second section will examine the level of organization and
consciousness of the popular sectors, which are critical to the consolida
tion of revolutionary hegemony. The following three sections will discuss
the distributive implications of stabilization policies, focusing on salaried
workers, the urban informal sector, and the peasantry. The concluding
section will examine the general implications of the Nicaraguan case for
stabilization in the context of revolutionary transition.

MACROECONOMIC POLICIES AND STABILIZATION DILEMMAS,

1979-1988

Stabilization policies in Nicaragua have been described in more
detail elsewhere (Arana, Stahler-Sholk, and Timossi 1988; Ruccio 1989).
They can be usefully examined in the context of four distinct periods of
economic policy: 1979-1981, an expansive phase; 1982, a limited adjust
ment; 1983-1984, a period of worsening disequilibria and policy indeci
sion; and 1985-1988, gradual adjustment efforts and shock efforts (in
1988) aimed at correcting distortions and reactivating production.

In the 1979-1981 period, economic growth rates recovered from
minus 26 percent to plus 5 percent, unemployment was reduced from 32
to 19 percent, and inflation was brought down from 70 percent in 1979 to
23 percent in 1981. Reactivation was accompanied by an expansion of
popular consumption levels-arguably a political necessity in the wake of
the revolutionary overthrow of the Somoza regime. Urban and rural rents
were frozen at low levels, price controls and subsidies were applied to
some basic goods, and credit availability was sharply increased.6 In 1981
an agrarian reform law began to break up and redistribute latifundia,
with the initial emphasis on establishing state enterprises and cooper
atives. The tax structure was rendered somewhat more progressive, and
government spending outpaced growth of government revenues. The
availability of easy foreign credit financed unprecedented levels of im
ports, without which it would have been impossible to sustain such levels
of consumption and maintain relative price stability. Popular mobilization
also facilitated the provision of social benefits such as a massive literacy
campaign and vaccination programs.

In 1982 the looming foreign credit crunch (partly due to U.S.
financial pressures) forced an adjustment that cut imports 26 percent and
was accompanied by reductions in real credit to the private sector and in
real wages. But the fiscal deficit continued to grow due to rising defense
costs (President Ronald Reagan had approved Central Intelligence Agency
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support for the Contras in November 1981), floods in May 1982, and
the demands of a large investment program that was central to the
Sandinista model of long-term structural transformation. The overall
effect of the 1982 adjustment was recessionary, although government
control and rationing of scarce foreign exchange insured that the cuts
affected nonbasic consumption more than basic consumption. 7 An export
incentive program was announced and implemented in a scaled-down
version, amidst intense debate that led to the resignation of Alfredo
Cesar, president of the Banco Central de Nicaragua. The program estab
lished a multiple exchange-rate system coupled with II guaranteed prices"
that implied exchange-rate subsidies for agro-exporters (mainly capitalist
producers). 8

Until mid-1983, stabilization policies could be conceived within a
framework of development with redistribution (FitzGerald 1985a). In
1983-84, however, U.S. military destabilization intensified, a military
draft was instituted, and the cost of the war rose sharply. But despite
restriction of external resources and the increasing defense drain, some of
the largest investment projects of the revolution were launched in 1982
and 1983, among them the Tipitapa-Malacatoya (TIMAL) sugar mill,
Chiltepe dairy plant, and EI Bluff deepwater port (Argiiello, Croes, and
Kleiterp 1988). In addition, a large waiver of campesino debt was granted in
1983. Inflationary pressures began to accumulate, and despite explicit
recognition of the need for adjustment and stabilization measures (Nic
aragua/}GRN 1983), no policy consensus emerged.9 The 1984 national
elections were undoubtedly a factor in postponing measures that might
have a short-term recessionary impact.

During the 1983-84 period, the fiscal deficit reached an all-time
high of 29 percent of gross domestic product (GOP) (see table 1), largely
due to defense expenditures. The IIforeign-exchange subsidy" to agro
export capitalists rose, as Nicaraguas international terms of trade slipped
and the dollar shortage intensified, requiring growing monetary emission
to cover the gap between implicit exchange rates for imports and exports.
Serious distortions in relative prices fostered increased speculation at the
expense of productive activity. A national salary system introduced in
1984 briefly attempted to stabilize real wages. But even basic consump
tion began to fall, and the extensive price-subsidy program probably
benefited intermediaries more than poor consumers and actually hurt
peasants producing grain for domestic consumption.

The growing disequilibria in this period reflected the impossibility
of achieving various goals, given external economic constraints that were
unlikely to change in the short term: simultaneously expanding popular
consumption, subsidizing the agro-export sector in the interests of na
tional unity, launching a large-scale state investment program aimed at
structural transformation, and providing adequately for defense in the
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face of escalating external aggression. These tensions were expressed in
the form of inflationary pressures (partly repressed by price controls) and
a series of economic distortions reflected in a flourishing parallel economy
(FitzGerald 1988; Arana, Stahler-Sholk, and Timossi 1988).

In February 1985, a major policy shift was introduced that was
intended to correct some of these distortions (Pizarro 1987). Price sub
sidies were phased out and replaced with regular salary hikes. The official
exchange rate was devalued from ten cordobas to the U.S. dollar to twenty
eight cordobas in February 1985 and then to seventy in February 1986.
Import duties in June 1987 imposed an additional 100-300 cordoba sur
charge on each dollar of nonessential imports. Dollar incentives were
expanded for agro-exporters, and campesino producer prices for corn and
beans were liberalized to stimulate production. Credit was cut from 100
percent to 80 percent of working capital, and the fiscal deficit was reduced
from 23 percent of GOP in 1985 to 17 percent in 1987, although mostly at
the expense of civilian public spending. 10

In practice, supply response from the agro-export sector proved
inelastic between 1985 and 1987, suggesting that the problem stemmed
from a more complex mixture of political and economic factors (including
irregular flow of imported inputs) and not simply from lack of price
incentives. For campesino producers, policies designed to improve terms
of trade showed no results until the 1986-87 harvest. The partial elimina
tion of subsidies unleashed an acceleration of inflation, from 334 percent
in 1985 to 747 percent in 1986 and 1,347 percent in 198'Z Wage indexing
collapsed in mid-1985, and it became clear that the inflationary burden
was falling largely on salaried workers. The main distributive effect of
economic policies between 1985 and 1987 was to shift resources toward
defense, financing a military offensive that dealt the Contras a /I strategic
defeat" in 1985-86, and toward the rural areas to eliminate potential bases
of campesino support for the counterrevolutionary forces. This shift in
favor of the countryside was accompanied by a major expansion and
reorientation of the agrarian reform. In sum, the 1985 package produced
both intended and unintended resource transfers but fell short of tradi
tional stabilization and adjustment goals.

On 14 February 1988, a major new adjustment package was an
nounced, this time of the /I shock" variety.11 Key elements of the plan
included a devaluation of some 3,000 percent and unification of the official
exchange rate, a monetary reform, and a new schedule of controlled
prices and salaries. The short-term objectives were to withdraw excess
money from circulation, dampen inflationary expectations, and neu
tralize the monetary holdings of speculators and Contras. In the longer
term, the measures sought to alter the structure of relative prices in such a
way as to rationalize imports, stimulate export production, reduce spec
ulation, and force greater economic efficiency.
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The monetary reform created a "new cordoba," redeemable for
one thousand"old cordobas," with the official exchange rate initially set
at ten new cordobas to the dollar (a large effective devaluation but still an
overvaluation). Wages and prices of basic goods were frozen at levels that
provided temporary respite from the steady decline in real wages. 12

Credit policy was tightened, and outstanding debts were revalued. Plans
were announced to "compact" the central government apparatus and cut
the fiscal deficit to 10 percent of the gross domestic product.

Considerable internal debate took place over the timing of the
measures and the relative merits of a gradual approach versus a shock
approach. The package was first planned for January, then postponed to
March, and then set back to February. The Ministerio de Desarrollo
Agropecuario y Reforma Agraria (MIDINRA) presented simulations of a
devaluation of the exchange rate to ten thousand (ten new cordobas to the
dollar) with 500 percent salary increases, showing that virtually all export
production would become unprofitable. The Banco Central de Nicaragua,
concerned about the inflationary implications of continued exchange-rate
subsidies, countered that profitability would have to be restored in the
medium term by increasing efficiency and reducing use of imported
inputs, that is, by adjusting to the new structure of relative prices (CIERA
1988). Ideally, the package should have been preceded by extensive cost
studies and infrastructural planning to facilitate shifts of production as
well as advance stockpiling of basic consumer goods to stabilize prices. In
practice, efforts to secure a three-hundred-million-dollar liquid foreign
exchange"cushion" from the EEC and Contadora countries were unsuc
cessful. Unlike the Plan Cruzado in Brazil, which had been launched with
a thirteen-billion-dollar trade surplus, the Nicaraguan plan featured lim
ited recourse to imports as a means of stabilizing short-term supply.

As a potential focus of mobilization, the February 1988 package
boosted popular morale on several counts. The surprise monetary re
form-like similar measures in Mozambique in 1980 (Wuyts 1988) and
Vietnam in 1959 (Spoor 1987)-created a redistributive effect, capturing
or nullifying large sums of money presumably in the hands of speculators
and Contras. Pro-government newspapers reported that the U.S. Em
bassy in Managua was forced to deposit more than two hundred and
eighty million cordobas in cash while embassy officials dispersed through
out Managua trying to get rid of millions more. As internal prices moved
closer to world prices, the U.S. governments destabilization campaign
became more costly because the dollars funneled to opposition groups
lost the privileged position that had resulted from the highly overvalued
exchange rate.

Another impetus to popular mobilization was the temporary in
crease in the purchasing power of salaries versus official prices of basic
goods. The days following the announcement of new wage and price
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schedules witnessed levels of direct class confrontation unequaled since
1981: marches organized by the Comites de Defensa Sandinista (CDS)
through Managua's marketplaces seized goods and forced their sale at
official prices as police stood by (IHCA 1988a). The political will to encour
age direct action had already been building for several months", as evi
denced in a series of speeches by the FSLN leadership urging supporters
to "take to the streets" and challenge the opposition forces emboldened
by the August 1987 Esquipulas accord and the new political opening.
With general elections scheduled for 1990, the political panorama was
clearly changing to one in which protracted economic chaos could become
a rallying cry for a reinvigorated opposition. 13

But in actuality, the mobilization potential of the February 1988
package proved short-lived. Price controls were unsustainable in the
wake of the cost-price shock triggered by the massive devaluation. De
spite official slogans proclaiming that the new cordoba was really worth
something, the monthly inflation rate hit 98 percent by June, the purchas
ing power of salaries had slipped back to pre-February levels, and 80
percent of Managuans surveyed felt that the new money could buy less
than the old (Ortega et al. 1988).

On 14 June 1988, another round of adjustment policies was an
nounced, including another maxidevaluation (from thirteen to eighty
new cordobas per dollar) and indexation of interest and exchange rates.
Remaining subsidies were eliminated except for transportation and social
services, price controls were lifted, and official salaries were increased by
only 30 percent. Salaries were liberalized for enterprises not financed
through the government budget; in practice, however, the new cost struc
ture put a number of firms in the red, and the recession placed unions in a
disadvantageous position. The relatively orthodox June 1988 measures
were greeted with enthusiasm by the Consejo Superior de la Empresa
Privada (COSEP), the big business council,14 but with consternation
among salaried workers and the rural poor (IHCA 1988b). In subsequent
months, some retreat occurred: credit restrictions imposed in February
were eased in May to prevent a collapse in production, and basic food
subsidies were reintroduced in July for one hundred and sixty thousand
state employees in the health, education, and defense sectors.

Despite these exceptions, tight monetary and credit policies and
demand restriction-combined with the cost increases resulting from the
second maxidevaluation-forced implicit choices between levels of reces
sion and inflation. By August the restriction of demand had virtually
halted the rise in the black-market exchange rate, reduced the gap be
tween market and official prices, and created backlogs of unsold inven
tory. More than ten thousand public employees were laid off (with a goal
of thirty thousand by 1989), and unprecedented cuts were announced in
the defense and security budgets. Preliminary figures showed an 8 per-
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cent drop in real GDP in 1988. Efforts to reduce the fiscal deficit in 1988
failed, however (partly due to the impact of Hurricane Joan), and inflation
hit a monthly peak of 126 percent by December (closing the year at 33,000
percent). More drastic demand restraint in 1989 managed to reduce
monthly inflation to 12 percent by April. Although the realignment of
relative prices held medium-term prospects for improving productive
efficiency, further economic contraction was expected in 1989.

One explicit objective of the reforms was to favor the export sector
in order to relieve the foreign-exchange constraint. By the end of 1988, the
exchange rate had devalued in real terms, real wages had fallen further,
and the industrial sector (a net user of foreign exchange) was forced to
undergo serious contraction and restructuring. Employing a new policy
of concertaci6n (conciliation), the MIDINRA minister, Comandante Jaime
Wheelock, announced an end to land confiscations, and the government
initiated a series of discussions with private producers that led to conces
sions. 15 As the Contra military threat receded, the economic crisis took
center stage. The government reconsidered the state-centered develop
ment strategy, and the shifting correlation of forces opened new space for
negotiations in the mixed economy.

With elections scheduled for February 1990, the economic crisis
had obvious political implications. As the military dimension of the war
diminished, popular expectations for improved living standards out
paced the more lengthy process of adjusting the economy and obtaining
financing for postwar reconstruction (Conroy 1988). Meanwhile, the U.S.
government employed destabilization tactics similar to those used against
the regime of Salvador Allende in Chile. U.S. Ambassador Richard Mel
ton was expelled in July 1988, charged with participating in right-wing
organizing of the middle class and bourgeoisie, including such groups as
the Coordinadora Democratica de Nicaragua (CDN) and C05EP In May
1989, two U.S. diplomats were expelled for promoting a teachers' strike.
The National Endowment for Democracy, a quasi-governmental U.S.
agency, was reportedly distributing millions of dollars to opposition
groups in mid-1989, in preparation for the elections. 16

The 1988 economic reforms stimulated widespread debate about
their implications for the 5andinista alliance strategy and indeed the
overall direction of the revolution (INIE5 1988; IHCA 1988b). Critics on
the left as well as the right questioned whether the measures differed
significantly from standard conditionality of the International Monetary
Fund. In fact, the reforms were intended at least partly to encourage new
resource flows from official lenders. 17 In the short term, the measures had
both recessionary and negative distributive impacts resulting from de
mand restriction, salary lags, layoffs, and the elimination of subsidies. In
the medium term, some suggested, the main beneficiaries would be small
and medium agricultural producers (especially in export products such as
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coffee, cattle, and sesame), while the main losers would be the urban
middle strata, particularly the state bureaucracy (IHCA 1989; Nunez Soto
1989). In this view, the reforms reflected a shift toward a distinctly Nic
araguan grass-roots socialism, while concertacion represented an effort
to favor the efficient and modernizing fraction of the capitalists over
COSEP hard-liners.

The accuracy of this interpretation depends on whether the eco
nomic reforms effectively shifted the center of accumulation from the state
to small and medium producers and cooperatives, created new mecha
nisms for socialization of surplus, and opened channels of popular par
ticipation in economic decision making. A key factor was the adjustment
capacity of the cooperatives, which had become just as dependent as the
state farms on subsidized imports and credit (CIERA 1988, 229). Another
factor was the ability of the unions to demand access to the enterprises'
financial data and to press wage claims in the midst of severe recession
(INIES 1988).

The definition of economic policy, as in the preceding period from
1981 to 1987, was strongly influenced by the perceived need to consoli
date revolutionary hegemony in the face of external destabilization and
structural economic constraints, especially foreign-exchange limitations.
Recognition of these dilemmas was avoidable because of easy access to
credit in 1979-1981 and was delayed in 1982-1984. It was directly con
fronted only in the 1985-1988 period, when the economic crisis inten
sified.

ORGANIZATION AND CONSCIOUSNESS

OF THE POPULAR SECTORS

While"stabilization with economic justice" was an abstract goal of
Sandinista policy (FitzGerald 1985a), that goal was tempered by a series of
alliances (which were not necessarily internally compatible) and also by
the need to counteract destabilization measures. These factors tended to
alter distributive priorities.

The Sandinistas' political base traced back to clandestine "mass
organizing" in the 1970s, but the anti-Somoza movement extended be
yond the sectors directly mobilized by the FSLN. The victory of the
Sandinista Revolution in 1979 was more an expression of the intense
political contradictions of the moment than of the accumulating economic
contradictions of the Somocista model (Vilas 1986b). In aggregate eco
nomic terms, 1977 represented a peak year of the Somoza dictatorship,
mostly due to high cotton prices, although distribution was highly un
equal. 18 Only after 1979 did the space for popular organizing significantly
widen, and the FSLN, which was still defining itself as a vanguard
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organization, began to develop more structured relations with the mass
organizations.

In the labor unions, the organized workers' movement had suf
fered a crippling combination of repression and co-optation since the late
1940s. Few workers had had union experience, and by 1979 only 11 or 12
percent of the work force was unionized. 19 By 1986, in contrast, the
proportion of unionized workers had soared to over 50 percent. Most of
the growth came from the Sandinista-mobilized urban workers' con
federation, the Central Sandinista de Trabajadores (CST), and the agri
cultural workers' association, the Asociacion de Trabajadores del Campo
(ATC). Together these two organizations accounted for about 63 percent of
organized workers (Stahler-Sholk 1987b). Thus while some of the San
dinista labor activists were former militants from the leftist parties, many
had little or no union experience.

The rapid growth of mass organizations after 1979 was not always
matched by policies that reinforced the real material base of these constit
uencies or by a corresponding development of consciousness. The ATC,
for instance, initially attempted to group agricultural laborers with small
and medium campesinos. Only in 1981 were differences in interests
recognized and the separate union of small farmers and ranchers estab
lished as the Union Nacional de Agricultores y Ganaderos (UNAG). This
regrouping reflected a deliberate effort to prevent a coalescence of wealth
ier peasants and capitalists in a counterrevolutionary alliance (Deere,
Marchetti, and Reinhardt 1985, 87-91), although rural distribution and
agrarian reform policies were not significantly modified to consolidate
these bases unti11985.

By the mid-1980s, over half the adult population of Nicaragua had
been formally integrated into the mass organizations, despite the fact that
membership did not always reflect active participation or autonomous
representation of interests. As the war and the economic crisis intensified,
the national priorities of 1/ defense and production" sometimes clashed
with particular interests of the organized popular sectors. On several
notable issues, such clashes prompted a reformulation of economic and
social policies (Ruchwarger 1987, 142-46). But the tendency toward ver
ticalism was a general problem acknowledged by the FSLN. Gradual
institutionalization of the revolutionary state, particularly after the 1984
elections, also tended to remove substantive tasks from the purview of the
mass organizations.

Relations between the FSLN and mass organizations were further
complicated by the Frentes ambiguity toward popular mobilization. After
a period of direct class-based confrontation with internal opponents of
the Sandinista project between 1979 and 1981, including factory takeovers
and land invasions promoted by the CST and ATC, the state stepped in to
mediate and defuse such conflict. This shift was symbolized by the Social
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a pay ceiling for state employees and by enforcing the minimum wage and
other previously ignored labor protections. General nominal wage in
creases of 10 percent in 1980 and 20 percent in 1981 lagged behind
inflation, but this modest erosion of real money wages was compensated
by a significant expansion of the social wage through a variety of redistrib
utive policies. For example, by 1983-84 school enrollments, social security
coverage, and medical consultations had all more than doubled their
prerevolutionary levels, while infant mortality fell from 121 to 74 per
thousand (Collins 1985, 249). Although such benefits were less class
specific than wage increases, they were accompanied by intense political
work in the factories and fields. Strike threats and demands for large
wage increases in this period, promoted mainly by unions associated
with leftist parties (the Partido Socialista Nicaragiiense or PSN, the Par
tido Comunista de Nicaragua or PCdeN, and the Movimiento de Accion
Popular-Marxista Leninista or MAP-ML), were countered by FSLN-orga
nized workers' assemblies advocating improvement of the social wage in
place of inflationary pay increases.

This argument began to lose persuasiveness sometime after 1983,
as economic constraints limited further expansion of the social wage. An
extensive price-subsidy program turned out to be a disincentive to pro
duction and exacerbated the already large fiscal deficit. In general, the
"social wage" solution was neither less inflationary nor necessarily more
equitable than wage hikes, an outcome that became clear when the sur
plus available for consumption began to shrink. Free or subsidized
lunches, clothing, and household articles became an important part of the
total remuneration package in the 1980s.2o Both the Sandinista union
confederations and the Ministerio del Trabajo (whose approval was re
quired for all collective bargaining agreements after October 1980) had
actively promoted substituting nonwage benefits for wage demands. But
subsequent efforts in 1984-85 to equalize nonwage benefits were vehe
mently opposed by affected workers, including such proposals as reduc
ing "payment in kind" (which were worth two or three times the salary in
some enterprises) and replacing workplac~ commissaries with centralized
workers' supply centers, the Centros de Abastecimiento de los Traba
jadores.21

In a further effort to equalize pay and avoid inflationary pressures
by linking wage hikes to overall increases in productivity, in 1984 the
government introduced the Sistema Nacional de Organizacion del Tra
bajo y los Salarios (SNOTS). The system established standardized occu
pational categories and corresponding wage scales, which were designed
to permit regular adjustments for inflation, and initiated an incentive
scheme linking pay to production per worker. In practice, however, a
rapid succession of nominal adjustments in these salary scales proved
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unable to keep pace with inflation, the result being that indexing virtually
collapsed and real wages fell sharply after mid-1985 (see table 1).

The problems of wage policy highlighted some of the tensions
inherent in the Nicaraguan model of a mixed economy (entailing the
reproduction of all sectors of property) and broad class alliances (includ
ing workers, campesinos, urban marginals, patriotic capitalists, and pro
fessionals), given the external financial constraints and growing defense
requirements. These tensions generated inflationary pressures that in
practice redistributed income in an increasingly regressive manner. This
trend was accentuated by the 1985 economic package, which unleashed
repressed inflation and implicitly attempted to stimulate production by
restoring profit rates and reducing civilian consumption. Macroeconomic
modeling of the Nicaraguan economy (Gibson 1985) indicates that deval
uation and salary adjustments under foreign-exchange constraints (as in
the 1985 situation) provoked an inflationary spiral with recessionary and
negative distributive consequences. More simply put, it was not possible
to maintain workers' standard of living while attempting to provide
incentives for agro-export capitalists, given external restrictions.

In this context, the incentive bonus scheme incorporated into the
national salary system after 1984 was illusory from the outset. Given the
absence of complementary policies to increase wage-good production,
market prices rose faster than salaries, hence the incentive potential of
bonus pay was greatly diminished. While the incentives offered by the
national salary system may have increased the intensity of work-particu
larly in agriculture, where the working day had fallen from historic levels
of six hours per day to four hours or less22-it could do little to correct the
enormous productivity problems resulting from wartime and foreign
exchange constraints: irregular supply and quality of imported inputs
and spare parts, defense mobilizations, and power blackouts. The system
may even have exacerbated productivity problems by provoking more
labor turnover in search of better incentive packages. For example, by
1986 annual turnover in Nicaraguan industry was estimated to exceed 40
percent (Nicaragua/SPP 1987, 133-35), a problem that the national salary
system could not eliminate. Despite its apparent egalitarianism, which
theoretically reduced salary dispersion from a prerevolutionary spread of
perhaps seventy-eight to one (Collins 1985, 76) to a low of six to one, in
practice the incentive system invited large deviations from the official
scales. By 1987 all the non-Sandinista union confederations were calling
for abolition of the national salary system, which had come to symbolize
rigid and restrictive wage policy (INIES 1987). To whatever extent that a
national wage compact existed implicitly in the productivity incentive
formula, it had evidently broken down.

The apparently dramatic drop in real wages between 1979 and 1987
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extensive price-subsidy program turned out to be a disincentive to pro
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"social wage" solution was neither less inflationary nor necessarily more
equitable than wage hikes, an outcome that became clear when the sur
plus available for consumption began to shrink. Free or subsidized
lunches, clothing, and household articles became an important part of the
total remuneration package in the 1980s.2o Both the Sandinista union
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actively promoted substituting nonwage benefits for wage demands. But
subsequent efforts in 1984-85 to equalize nonwage benefits were vehe
mently opposed by affected workers, including such proposals as reduc
ing "payment in kind" (which were worth two or three times the salary in
some enterprises) and replacing workplac~ commissaries with centralized
workers' supply centers, the Centros de Abastecimiento de los Traba
jadores.21

In a further effort to equalize pay and avoid inflationary pressures
by linking wage hikes to overall increases in productivity, in 1984 the
government introduced the Sistema Nacional de Organizacion del Tra
bajo y los Salarios (SNOTS). The system established standardized occu
pational categories and corresponding wage scales, which were designed
to permit regular adjustments for inflation, and initiated an incentive
scheme linking pay to production per worker. In practice, however, a
rapid succession of nominal adjustments in these salary scales proved
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unable to keep pace with inflation, the result being that indexing virtually
collapsed and real wages fell sharply after mid-1985 (see table 1).

The problems of wage policy highlighted some of the tensions
inherent in the Nicaraguan model of a mixed economy (entailing the
reproduction of all sectors of property) and broad class alliances (includ
ing workers, campesinos, urban marginals, patriotic capitalists, and pro
fessionals), given the external financial constraints and growing defense
requirements. These tensions generated inflationary pressures that in
practice redistributed income in an increasingly regressive manner. This
trend was accentuated by the 1985 economic package, which unleashed
repressed inflation and implicitly attempted to stimulate production by
restoring profit rates and reducing civilian consumption. Macroeconomic
modeling of the Nicaraguan economy (Gibson 1985) indicates that deval
uation and salary adjustments under foreign-exchange constraints (as in
the 1985 situation) provoked an inflationary spiral with recessionary and
negative distributive consequences. More simply put, it was not possible
to maintain workers' standard of living while attempting to provide
incentives for agro-export capitalists, given external restrictions.

In this context, the incentive bonus scheme incorporated into the
national salary system after 1984 was illusory from the outset. Given the
absence of complementary policies to increase wage-good production,
market prices rose faster than salaries, hence the incentive potential of
bonus pay was greatly diminished. While the incentives offered by the
national salary system may have increased the intensity of work-particu
larly in agriculture, where the working day had fallen from historic levels
of six hours per day to four hours or less22-it could do little to correct the
enormous productivity problems resulting from wartime and foreign
exchange constraints: irregular supply and quality of imported inputs
and spare parts, defense mobilizations, and power blackouts. The system
may even have exacerbated productivity problems by provoking more
labor turnover in search of better incentive packages. For example, by
1986 annual turnover in Nicaraguan industry was estimated to exceed 40
percent (Nicaragua/SPP 1987, 133-35), a problem that the national salary
system could not eliminate. Despite its apparent egalitarianism, which
theoretically reduced salary dispersion from a prerevolutionary spread of
perhaps seventy-eight to one (Collins 1985, 76) to a low of six to one, in
practice the incentive system invited large deviations from the official
scales. By 1987 all the non-Sandinista union confederations were calling
for abolition of the national salary system, which had come to symbolize
rigid and restrictive wage policy (INIES 1987). To whatever extent that a
national wage compact existed implicitly in the productivity incentive
formula, it had evidently broken down.

The apparently dramatic drop in real wages between 1979 and 1987
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THE URBAN INFORMAL SECTOR

The impact of the inflationary erosion of salaried workers' purchas
ing power tended to produce a deproletarization of the work force, under
mining one of the strategies conceived by the FSLN for consolidating
revolutionary hegemony. The combination of declining real wages and
exaggerated distortions of relative prices (which opened large margins for
speculative commerce) prompted a flight of salaried workers into the
urban informal sector, particularly into informal commerce and services.

Excessive growth in the urban informal sector had been a struc
tural feature of the Nicaraguan economy since the agro-export boom of
the 1950s and 1960s, when subsistence cultivators were violently dis
placed from the Pacific lowlands and industrial growth promoted by the
Central American Common Market (CACM) proved insufficient to absorb
the rapid rural-urban migration (FitzGerald 1987b). Furthermore, the old
agro-export-agro-industrial model required a large seasonal work force
with low costs of reproduction (implying cheap food policies). The urban
informal sector continued to grow after 1979 for a variety of reasons,
including two major ones: the traditional pattern of "informalization"
resulting from limited growth of employment in formal-sector activities,
aggravated by the foreign-exchange crisis and collapse of the CACM,
which particularly affected industrial production; and war-related dis
placement from rural areas, which by the mid-1980s affected a quarter of a
million persons out of a total population of three and one-half million.
Internal migration helped double the population of Managua since 1979
to perhaps a million by 1981:

After 1979 the agrarian reform and other social policies contributed
to disrupting traditional links between the agro-export and campesino
economies. Food policies aimed at benefiting the urban popular classes
actually resulted in low peasant-producer prices that aggravated supply
constraints (Spoor et al. 1987), inflationary state subsidies, and large
margins for commercial speculation, which accelerated the flight of work
ers into unproductive informal-sector activities.

Although data on shifts in labor and income are sparse,25 some
general trends can be deduced from available indicators. Comparing the
growth rates of the GOP deflator (a proxy for wholesale prices) with the
consumer price index gives some indication of the skyrocketing of com
mercial margins. By 1985 a street vendor selling three cases of soft drinks
a day could earn far more than a cabinet minister. Large exchange-rate
differentials created another source of potential windfall earnings. For
example, a speculator in foreign exchange between 1980 and 1984, with
capital borrowed at commercial interest rates, could turn a real profit of
around 80 percent,26 far exceeding profit rates in agricultural production.
Between 1985 and 1987, not even dollars kept pace with inflation. With
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such dramatic price fluctuations, perhaps the largest profit margins were
reaped by buhoneros, informal importer-exporters who tracked the pulse
of foreign-exchange and consumer-goods markets. A 1985 study showed
that an estimated four thousand buhoneros in Nicaragua earned about
360 times the average salary (Cabieses 1986, 62-65).

By 1982 five to nine thousand formerly salaried workers had en
tered the informal sector (Vilas 1986a). By 1985 the urban informal sector
accounted for 43 percent of the economically active population of Ma
nagua. By 1987 some ten thousand professionals had joined the urban
informal sector and another ten thousand had left the country, with only
eighteen thousand continuing in salaried jobs.27 In the absence of a
national census, available household survey data indicate rapid growth in
the informal sector between 1981 and 1985, particularly in commerce and
services.

A 1984-85 survey conducted by the Ministerio del Trabajo revealed
that income was a major factor cited by workers who had left their jobs for
the informal sector but that income within the urban informal sector was
highly stratified. Of the highest-earning fifth of the urban informal sector,
most were self-employed and often employed others: 41 percent were
engaged in commerce, and 30 percent in certain lucrative services (Nic
aragua/MITRAB 1987, 42-44). But below this higher-income substratum,
the majority of the urban informal sector consisted of workers and ap
prentices earning minimal, unstable incomes who were less protected
from cost of living increases than were salaried workers who enjoyed
commissaries and other benefits.

Urban household surveys taken by the Instituto Nacional de Es
tadisticas y Censos (INEC) between 1981 and 1983 indicate that the
average number of income earners per household increased from 1.76 to
2.20, a trend confirmed by preliminary data for 1984-85. But this ten
dency was not matched by growth in formal-sector employment (see table
1), reflecting instead survival strategies in response to economic crisis.
Surveys in Managua barrios in 1986 tended to confirm that household
reproduction for the urban poor typically involved a "mixed survival
strategy" (IHCA 1986) combining incomes earned in the salaried work
force with a variety of productive and unproductive informal activities.

These data suggest that the growing gaps between official and
market prices created potentially large speculative margins, signifying a
shift of income from salaried workers toward a small subsector of the
urban informal sector. Erratic price and foreign-exchange policies were
partly responsible for this concentration. On the one hand, economic
distortions and accelerating inflation induced large sectors of the popula
tion to engage in at least minor forms of speculation or hoarding, given
the fact that it would have been irrational to hold cordobas whose value
was declining by as much as 50 percent per month. On the other hand,
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official discourse portrayed such behavior as a cause of the economic
crisis, thus equating the urban informal sector as a whole with "specula
tion," unproductive activity, or even counterrevolutionary proclivities
(Coraggio 1986). Coercive measures that were sporadically applied against
speculation, like the campaigns between 1985 and 1987 known as Puno de
Hierro and Victoria de Julio, failed to elicit popular support.

Paradoxically, the urban informal sector had constituted an impor
tant base of urban insurrectionary organizing in the late 1970s, and a 1985
Managua study showed substantial support for the revolutionary process
among informal-sector vendors (Redondo Lubo 1985). Nevertheless, an
undifferentiated approach toward the urban informal sector tended to
undermine this potential support base. This incongruit~ which reflected
a general FSLN indecisiveness with regard to its strategy of alliances,
obstructed efforts to mobilize the urban popular sectors and reactivate the
CDS between 1985 and 1988.

THE IMPACT OF ADJUSTMENT ON THE PEASANTRY

One of the key dilemmas of transition toward socialism in periph
eral agro-export economies is achieving a "balance" between popular
consumption, which depends on peasant production of food, and ac
cumulation, which requires primary-product exports (and therefore de
pends on the world market) for the foreign exchange needed to import
producer goods (FitzGerald 1985b). Efforts to subsidize basic consump
tion while increasing investment, particularly in a context of increased
defense expenditure, typically lead to financial imbalance. The transition
experiences of Nicaragua and countries like Mozambique suggest that
using administrative prices and inflationary money-creation to transfer
resources in support of a strategy of state-centered accumulation actually
creates a parallel economy. As a result, the state sector becomes disarticu
lated from peasant and other forms of production and loses its capacity to
mobilize resources for accumulation, while the peasant economy is un
dermined (Wuyts 1988; Kaimowitz 1988). A similar strategy employed in
the early transition years in Vietnam led to a shortage of basic agricultural
inputs and wage goods for the peasantry, with credit expansion for the
state sector being accompanied by increasing inflation and growing im
balance between money in circulation and goods available (Spoor 1987).

In Nicaragua the policy combination of food price subsidies for
urban popular consumers, support prices for agricultural producers, and
1/ delinking" from world prices fueled growing deficits that increasingly
depended on internal financing. Expansionary domestic credit policies
and a huge increase in imports in 1980-81, financed by a temporary surge
in liquid foreign loans, permitted a substantial increase in subsidized
food consumption while inflation actually decelerated. After 1982, food
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imports fell sharply due to foreign-exchange constraints and the resulting
adjustment policies, with domestic supply being further affected by vari
ous production problems. Foreign-exchange rationing and other redis
tributive mechanisms were employed to favor basic consumption over
nonbasic items (Vilas 1986a, 99). Per capita consumption of basic food
stuffs rose between 1980 and 1983, surpassing prerevolutionary levels,
but declined subsequently (Utting 1987).

The repression of nonessential consumption through inflation was
a vehicle for surplus extraction, financing a state-led investment rate
between 1981 and 1985 that outstripped the rest of Central America. But
this approach had unintended negative consequences on rural-urban
terms of trade. Moreover, the scarcity of nonbasic consumer goods proved
to be a disincentive to large agricultural producers as well as professionals
and managers (FitzGerald 1988; Arguello 1988), reflecting some of the
underlying tensions inherent in the mixed-economy model and its associ
ated political alliances.

Given supply constraints, continued expansion of demand led to
periodic shortages and growing gaps between official and market prices,
on both producer and consumer ends, with commercial intermediaries
reaping much of the difference. After a number of price subsidies were
eliminated by the 1985 economic reforms, inflation shot up, led by food
prices. In general, internal terms of trade heavily favored urban consum
ers at the expense of campesinos during the period from 1980 to 1983.
Recognition of the plight of the peasantry was largely prompted by
political-military considerations, and terms of trade improved for the
peasantry between 1986 and 1988 as a result of resource transfers that
mainly burdened urban salaried workers.

1979-1985: EROSION OF TERMS OF TRADE FOR THE PEASANTRY

Precise measurement of these trends is difficult for two reasons:
rural consumption surveys have been scattered and micro-level, and
effective prices are not easily determined due to extreme segmentation of
markets and the quasi-illegality of most basic grain transactions between
1979 and 1985. Tables 4 and 5 present a set of unweighted prices indicating
a general deterioration of rural-urban terms of trade in this period, with
subsequent reversal of this trend between 1986 and 1988 (until the eco
nomic reform of February 1988).28 A number of other studies confirm the
deterioration of prices for the peasantry until 1985 (Zalkin 1986; Nunez
Soto 1987, 188; Spoor et al. 1987).

At the root of this erosion of domestic terms of trade lay the classic
dilemma of cheap food versus peasant support and the economic limits of
wishing the problem away through subsidies. The implicit choices that
had to be made after 1980-81 were shaped by a vision prevailing in the
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TAB L E 4 Evolution of Relative Prices for the Nicaraguan Peasantry (prices in cordobas)

Item

Corn (quintal)
Machete (unit)
Rubber boots (pair)
Work trousers
Work shirt

1978

45.0
22.0
18.0
22.0
10.0

1985

1,000.0
400.0
500.0

1,800.0
1,400.0

January
1988

70,000.0
28,779.0
35,000.0
26,400.0
14,916.0

May
1988a

280.0
126.5
233.0
212.5
187.0

Source: Calculated from unpublished data of the Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios de la
Reforma Agraria (CIERA).

aMay 1988 prices are shown in cordobas nuevos, with 1 equaling 1,000 cordobas viejos.

TAB L E 5 Purchasing Power of One Quintal (100 Pounds) of Corn in Nicaragua,
1978-1988

January May
Item 1978 1985 1988 1988a

Machete 100 122 119 108
Rubber boots 100 80 80 48
Work trousers 100 27 130 64
Work shirt 100 16 104 33
Source: Calculated from table 4, above.

Note: In the index used, the year 1978 equals 100.
aMay 1988 prices are shown in cordobas nuevos, with 1 equaling 1,000 cordobas viejos.

Sandinista alliance strategy that stressed two tracks: the transformation
of relations of production through a state-directed modernization of agri
cultural and agro-industrial production, as part of a process of social
differentiation and state accumulation considered essential to consolidat
ing revolutionary hegemony; and cooperativization as a necessary inter
mediate strategy (Kaimowitz 1986). For example, as late as 1984, 57
percent of all land confiscated under the agrarian reform passed over to
the state sector, with only 43 percent going to campesinos and the landless
(Nunez Soto 1987, 171), and cooperativization became a virtual require
ment for receiving redistributed land. At least in its initial phases, the
thrust of the agrarian reform was not anti-capitalist but anti-oligarchical,
affecting mainly holdings larger than 350 hectares.

Two other factors that explain the deterioration of relative prices for
campesinos were underestimation of the productive importance of the
small and medium agricultural producers and an exaggerated apprecia
tion of the political clout of the capitalist producers (Baumeister 1988). The
capitalists had a long organizational history in producer associations
affiliated with the Consejo Superior de la Empresa Privada (COSEP),
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representing the non-Somoza fractions of capital, which may have been
more unified than ever by the late 1970s. Small and medium agricultural
producers, in contrast, became formally organized only in 1981, when
UNAG was formed as a breakaway from the agricultural workers' union
(the ATe).

1986-1988: RECOMPOSITION OF RURAL ALLIANCES

After 1985, agrarian reform policies underwent a major shift: more
land was redistributed to individual campesinos in 1985-86 than in the
years from 1979 to 1984, and the agrarian reform law was formally amend
ed in January 1986 to expand the categories of potentially affected prop
erty. Of all land affected in 1985, 95 percent was redistributed to cam
pesinos (Nufiez Soto 1987, 171). In addition, producer prices for domestic
agriculture were officially liberalized as part of the 1985 economic package
(although prices were not entirely freed until the 1986-87 cycle), stimulat
ing an increase in grain production (Spoor et al. 1987).

From the standpoint of adjustment and stabilization, these mea
sures formed part of a series of policies that reintroduced market forces,
with the aim of stimulating production and reducing economic irration
alities. In distributive terms, the 1985 package eventually resulted in
improving relative prices for the peasantry and thus reinforced the effect
of accelerated land distribution and titling. While this transfer of re
sources toward the rural poor and toward defense contributed to the
decisive weakening of the armed counterrevolution (Marchetti 1986; Vilas
1987), it also meant a deterioration in living standards for urban popular
sectors.

The relative shift of resources in favor of the campesinado was part of
a move toward reformulating political alliances. On the one hand, the
worker-peasant alliance was strained; and the 1985 package, with its
consequent inflationary jolt, had failed to prevent a certain speculative
concentration of income. On the other hand, a broader rural alliance had
begun to take shape. UNAG's leading role in the successful 1985 land
demands and later in organizing an independent network for distributing
productive inputs gave it an image of increased autonomy from official
policy. This image translated into new capacity to compete effectively for
the loyalties of medium and even large agricultural producers and ranch
ers (Luciak 1987). The shift was symbolized by the 1985 "defection" of part
of the membership of the Asociacion de Algodoneros de Chinandega
(ADACH) from COSEB the right-wing business council, to UNAG, which
resulted from a strategy to undercut COSEP by appealing directly to its
local member organizations. At the same time, dollar incentive bonuses
were expanded to apply not only to the cattle sector but to other agro-
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TAB L E 4 Evolution of Relative Prices for the Nicaraguan Peasantry (prices in cordobas)

Item

Corn (quintal)
Machete (unit)
Rubber boots (pair)
Work trousers
Work shirt

1978

45.0
22.0
18.0
22.0
10.0

1985

1,000.0
400.0
500.0

1,800.0
1,400.0

January
1988

70,000.0
28,779.0
35,000.0
26,400.0
14,916.0

May
1988a

280.0
126.5
233.0
212.5
187.0

Source: Calculated from unpublished data of the Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios de la
Reforma Agraria (CIERA).

i1May 1988 prices are shown in cordobas nuevos, with 1 equaling 1,000 cordobas viejos.

TAB L E 5 Purchasing Power of One Quintal (100 Pounds) of Corn in Nicaragua,
1978-1988

January May
Item 1978 1985 1988 1988a

Machete 100 122 119 108
Rubber boots 100 80 80 48
Work trousers 100 27 130 64
Work shirt 100 16 104 33
Source: Calculated from table 4, above.

Note: In the index used, the year 1978 equals 100.
aMay 1988 prices are shown in cordobas nuevos, with 1 equaling 1,000 cordobas viejos.

Sandinista alliance strategy that stressed two tracks: the transformation
of relations of production through a state-directed modernization of agri
cultural and agro-industrial production, as part of a process of social
differentiation and state accumulation considered essential to consolidat
ing revolutionary hegemony; and cooperativization as a necessary inter
mediate strategy (Kaimowitz 1986). For example, as late as 1984, 57
percent of all land confiscated under the agrarian reform passed over to
the state sector, with only 43 percent going to campesinos and the landless
(Nunez Soto 1987, 171), and cooperativization became a virtual require
ment for receiving redistributed land. At least in its initial phases, the
thrust of the agrarian reform was not anti-capitalist but anti-oligarchical,
affecting mainly holdings larger than 350 hectares.

Two other factors that explain the deterioration of relative prices for
campesinos were underestimation of the productive importance of the
small and medium agricultural producers and an exaggerated apprecia
tion of the political clout of the capitalist producers (Baumeister 1988). The
capitalists had a long organizational history in producer associations
affiliated with the Consejo Superior de la Empresa Privada (COSEP),
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representing the non-Somoza fractions of capital, which may have been
more unified than ever by the late 1970s. Small and medium agricultural
producers, in contrast, became formally organized only in 1981, when
UNAG was formed as a breakaway from the agricultural workers' union
(the ATC).

1986-1988: RECOMPOSITION OF RURAL ALLIANCES

After 1985, agrarian reform policies underwent a major shift: more
land was redistributed to individual campesinos in 1985-86 than in the
years from 1979 to 1984, and the agrarian reform law was formally amend
ed in January 1986 to expand the categories of potentially affected prop
erty. Of all land affected in 1985, 95 percent was redistributed to cam
pesinos (Nunez Soto 1987, 171). In addition, producer prices for domestic
agriculture were officially liberalized as part of the 1985 economic package
(although prices were not entirely freed until the 1986-87 cycle), stimulat
ing an increase in grain production (Spoor et al. 1987).

From the standpoint of adjustment and stabilization, these mea
sures formed part of a series of policies that reintroduced market forces,
with the aim of stimulating production and reducing economic irration
alities. In distributive terms, the 1985 package eventually resulted in
improving relative prices for the peasantry and thus reinforced the effect
of accelerated land distribution and titling. While this transfer of re
sources toward the rural poor and toward defense contributed to the
decisive weakening of the armed counterrevolution (Marchetti 1986; Vilas
1987), it also meant a deterioration in living standards for urban popular
sectors.

The relative shift of resources in favor of the campesinado was part of
a move toward reformulating political alliances. On the one hand, the
worker-peasant alliance was strained; and the 1985 package, with its
consequent inflationary jolt, had failed to prevent a certain speculative
concentration of income. On the other hand, a broader rural alliance had
begun to take shape. UNAGs leading role in the successful 1985 land
demands and later in organizing an independent network for distributing
productive inputs gave it an image of increased autonomy from official
policy. This image translated into new capacity to compete effectively for
the loyalties of medium and even large agricultural producers and ranch
ers (Luciak 1987). The shift was symbolized by the 1985 "defection" of part
of the membership of the Asociacion de Algodoneros de Chinandega
(ADACH) from COSE~ the right-wing business council, to UNAG, which
resulted from a strategy to undercut COSEP by appealing directly to its
local member organizations. At the same time, dollar incentive bonuses
were expanded to apply not only to the cattle sector but to other agro-
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based, multiclass alliance was narrowed by economic priorities, as the
urban informal sector and the less efficient capitalist producers lost some
protections offered by indiscriminate subsidies. Middle-class consump
tion continued to be squeezed, even at the cost of losing technicians and
professionals. Whether or not initial policies can be accurately attributed
to urban-technocratic bias, policy shifted between 1985 and 1988 in an
effort to consolidate rural alliances, and the government showed willing
ness to contract the state and cooperative sectors rather than maintain
them for ideological reasons at the cost of greater worker and peasant
sacrifice. But the 1988 reforms, instead of leading to massive privatization,
reintroduced the possibility of price stability and economic calculation,
potentially increasing the states capacity for planning.

In terms of basic welfare provision, the revolutionary government
was forced to reduce its initial aspirations for socially guaranteed levels of
consumption (and implicitly, to accept higher unemployment rather than
to subsidize low productivity). The Nicaraguan case tends to confirm two
points regarding the labor process in Third World transitions. First, the
"social wage" can be increased through popular mobilization campaigns
and volunteer labor only up to a certain point, after which significant
commitments of financial resources are required; and politically, the social
wage is not an entirely acceptable substitute for money wages. Second,
productivity incentives tend not to work without adequate supplies of
incentive goods.

The role of the state as "center of accumulation" underwent some
redefinition as part of the stabilization policies adopted in Nicaragua.
Comparative experience suggests that the use of inflationary money
creation to finance state-led (capital-intensive) investment, to the neglect
of agricultural implements and basic consumption goods, drives the
peasantry into the parallel economy and creates distortions that ulti
mately undermine the project of state-led transformation of the produc
tive structure. In political terms, the mobilization and allegiance of the
peasantry proved to be a central concern for the FSLN, particularly in the
context of external aggression.

Finally, the external policies of the Sandinista government con
tinued to prioritize defense and diversification of dependency. The mili
tary defeat of the Contras and the undermining of their political support
in Nicaragua as well as the United States created some of the conditions
necessary for successful economic stabilization, including the possibility
of reducing defense spending and attracting support from the interna
tional community for economic reconstruction.
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NOTES

1. Total credits and donations fell from a peak of more than one billion dollars contracted
in 1985 to less than three hundred and eighty-five million in 1987 (see Conroy 1988).
Liquid foreign exchange fell from 81 percent of import financing in 1980 to 29 percent in
1985-1987, while credit lines rose from 10 percent to 47 percent in the same period
(according to the Ministerio de Economia, Industria y Comercio).

2. Figures for total economic cost corne from the Ministerio de la Presidencia, based on
United Nations-ECLA methodology (FitzGerald 1987a). This estimate includes mate
rial damage and loss, financial costs, and"excess" defense spending.

3. According to Fagen, the new government personnel were "neither totally 'revolution
ary' nor very 'expert'" (Fagen 1986, 251). The pro-FSLN professional association
CONAPRO (Confederacion Nacional de Asociaciones Profesionales-Heroes y Mar
tires) estimated that one-third of the thirty-three thousand professionals had left
Nicaragua by 1988. On management problems in state enterprises, see Biondi-Morra
(1988).

4. Students and artisans or tradespersons made up the largest share of direct participants
in the insurrection (Nunez Soto 1980; Vilas 1986b). Richard Harris estimates the urban
class structure as being made up of 25 percent artisans or self-employed, 21 percent
informal services or unemployed, 20 percent proletariat, 10 percent salaried petty
bourgeoisie, and 24 percent property owners (Harris 1985). For the rural sector, Vilas
indicates 29 percent proletariat, 38 percent poor peasants, 22 percent medium peas
ants, 8 percent wealthy peasants, and 2 percent bourgeoisie (Vilas 1986b).

5. Baumeister (1988) emphasizes ideological explanations of state-centered accumulation
bias in the Nicaraguan case. FitzGerald (1988) points to institutional and organizational
features of peripheral socialist economies. Griffith-Jones (1981), analyzing Allendes
Chile, stresses politically generated demand for government expenditures.

6. Agricultural credit in this period increased in real terms by 85 percent, with small
producers benefiting in particular. See the chapter by Laura Enriquez and Rose Spal
ding in Spalding (1987).

7. In index figures with the base year of 1980 equaling 100, per capita basic consumption
fell to 92 in 1982 and to 74 in 1985 while per capita nonbasic consumption fell to 53 and
26, respectively (Vilas 1986a, 99).

8. Foreign trade was nationalized after the Revolution. The state sold imported inputs to
exporters at the official exchange rate and purchased their production at a "guaranteed
price" based on a higher implicit exchange rate (equaling guaranteed price divided by
world-market price). The state took a cordoba loss on the transaction (known as
perdidas cambiarias) that equaled 9 percent of GDP in 1987, financed by inorganic
monetary emission by the Banco Central. On this subsidy and its inflationary impact,
see Arana, Stahler-Sholk, and Timossi (1988) and CIERA (1988, 198,213-18).

9. After the 1988 economic reform, government sources revealed that planning for a
major adjustment and monetary reform had begun as early as 1982. See "Operacion
'Bertha, ", Barricada, 1-3 Mar. 1988. By the time the technical details had been put in
place in 1984, the plan was judged politically inconvenient.

10. In practice, this credit restriction did not necessarily force producers to put up their
own capital because controls were lax and interest rates remained strongly negative in
real terms. Despite the reduction in the central government deficit, the global public
sector deficit (including exchange-rate losses and unfinanced investment) amounted to
30.9 percent of GDB according to data from the Banco Central.

11. This description draws on an interview with Ministro Alejandro Martinez Cuenca,
Secretaria de Planificacion y Presupuesto, 9 June 1988. For details of the economic
reforms, see ''A defender el cordoba nuevo," Barricada, 15 Feb. 1988, p. 1; "jCordoba
nuevo!" El Nuevo Diario, 15 Feb. 1988, p. 1; and ''A cerrar filas en batalla economica,"
Barricada, 15 June 1988, p. 1. See also "Situacion y alternativas economicas en Nic
aragua," INIES Boletfn Socio-Economico (Managua) no. 7 (May 1988):1-40; "Radical
reforma en Nicaragua," Pensamiento Propio (Managua), no. 49 (Mar. 1988):40-52; and
"Reforma economica nicaragtiense," Pensamiento Propio, no. 58 (Mar. 1989):2-4.

12. Average salaries rose 384 percent (ranging from 305 percent at the low end of the scale
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to 662 percent at the high end), while official price increases for thirty-three basic goods
averaged 273 percent. My calculations are based on data from the Ministerio de Trabajo.
The new salary table represented a widening of the maximum-minimum ratio from
eight to one to about fifteen to one.

13. A coalition of fourteen right- and left-wing opposition parties formed in 1987, appeal
ing to middle sectors and urban workers mainly on the basis of economic issues. An
opposition "march against hunger" in Managua in January 1988 attracted some ten
thousand participants.

14. COSEP Vice President Ramiro Gurdian stated, "1 congratulate the Sandinista govern
ment." See "Empresarios alegres con medidas," £1 Nuevo Diario, 16 June 1988, p. 1.

15. Comandante Tomas Borge, "Concertacion es discutir la desconfianza historica," Ba
rricada, 7 Mar. 1989, p. 3; Presidente Daniel Ortega, "Hay que rescatar el espiritu de los
buenos productores," Barricada, 12 Mar. 1989, p. 3; and "Consenso nacional para
impulsar la produccion," Barricada, 21 Apr. 1989, p. 1. For views of the moderate and
hard-line private sector, see"lQue esperar de la concertacion?" Barricada, 6 Mar. 1989,
p. 3; and "Bolanos Geyer habla para La Cr6nica, " La Cr6nica, 25 Jan. 1989, p. 1.

16. See "More Outside Funding for Opposition," Regionews from Managua (published by
Coordinadora Regional de Investigaciones Economicas y Sociales), no. 5, 1 June 1989,
p. 6; and "Chilenizaci6n, el nuevo nombre de la guerra," Envio 8, no. 93 (May
1989):1-13.

17. See Comandante Henry Ruiz, Ministro de Cooperacion Externa, "lEsta la Revolucion
en una nueva etapa historica?" Barricada, 25 Feb. 1989, p. 3. A UNDP-World Bank
mission in May 1988 and a 1989 Swedish mission endorsed the direction of the reforms.
In May 1989, Sweden took the lead in organizing an unusual fifty-million-dollar
European package of bilateral loans to support the balance of payments, following a
visit by President Ortega and leaders of the Nicaraguan private sector. IMF financing
seemed unlikely due to mutual political reservations.

18. The wealthiest 5 percent in Nicaragua controlled 28 percent of national income, while
the poorest 50 percent received only 15 percent. See CEPAL, "Repercusiones eco
nomicas de los acontecimientos politicos recientes" (Mexico City: CEPAL, 1979).

19. This estimate comes from Vilas (1986b, 176). Aside from Somocistas, many of the labor
activists with the most experience came from the Partido Socialista Nicaragiiense
(PSN), the Partido Comunista de Nicaragua (PCdeN), or the Movimiento de Accion
Popular-Marxista Leninista (MAP-ML).

20. A 1984 survey of the metallurgical industry indicated that salaries represented 60
percent of enterprises' total wage fund, legally required benefits, 20 percent, and
additional benefits, another 20 percent. From my interview with an official of the
Secretaria de Planificacion y Presupuesto, Departamento de Empleo y Salarios, in
Managua, 8 July 1985. Content analysis of collective bargaining agreements showed
that the proportion of clauses referring to money wages fell from 19 percent in 1979 to 3
percent in 1983 (see Nicaragua, MITRAB 1984, 45).

21. In the large state textile factory FANATEX (Fabrica Nacional de Textiles), hundreds of
workers walked off the job in June 1985 to protest the elimination of allotments of
fifteen yards of cloth per worker per month. A CST survey of twenty-two industrial
firms in May 1985 showed that payment in goods represented an average of 42 percent
of workers' total income. The practice was especially widespread in the textile industry,
where the Communist party of Nicaragua had most of its union strength (Stahler-Sholk
1985).

22. Internal study, Ministerio de Desarrollo Agropecuario y Reforma Agraria, cited in ''A
ganar la guerra de las seis horas," Barricada, 17 June 1986, p. 1.

23. Also, the tax structure came to depend heavily on regressive indirect taxes after 1981,
and social spending as a percentage of the government budget declined steadily (Vilas
1985).

24. Alfonso Perez, ATC Secretario de Asuntos Laborales, INIES forum on labor in Nic
aragua, Managua, 12 Nov. 1986.

25. No national census has been conducted since the Revolution. The consumer price index
was based on 1958 and 1972 consumption surveys until 1988, when the weighting was
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adjusted with 1984-85 data. Urban household surveys were conducted by the Instituto
Nacional de Estadisticas y Censos (lNEC) in 1981, 1982, and 1983. A rural survey in
1983 was discarded because of methodological defects. Results of a 1985 national socio
demographic survey are still unavailable. Few studies have been made of the informal
sector since 1979. No wholesale price index exists. National accounts were being
overhauled in 1987-88 with UN technical assistance.

26. Incomes of street vendors were reported in El Nuevo Diario, 20 Sept. 1985. Comparison
of gross-domestic-product deflator and consumer price index based on data from the
Secretaria de Planificacion y Presupuesto and the Instituto Nacional de Estadisticas y
Censos. Profit estimates are based on Banco Central data on exchange rates and
interest rates and on inflation figures from INEC.

2Z Figures on professionals come from February 1988 estimates made by CONAPRO/
HyM (Confederacion Nacional de Asociaciones Profesionales-Heroes y Martires).

28. This trend is confirmed by a comparison of basic grain prices with the GOP price
deflator for industry (see Ruccio 1989 and IHCA 1986).

29. For details of Sandinista efforts to reconstruct a social base in Region VI and later in
Region V, see "VI Region," Pensamiento Propio, no. 41 (May 1987):29-45; and /IV
Region," Pensamiento Propio, no. 45 (Oct. 1987):24-36; see also "Ganando al campe
sinado en la V," Barricada, 19 July 1988, p. 3.

30. The April and June 1989 measures are described in "Consenso nacional para impulsar
la producci6n," Barricada, 21 Apr. 1989, p. 1; and "UNAG: desembolsos segun el tipo
de productor," Barricada, 26 June 1989, p. 3.

31. Comandante Henry RUlz, Ministro de Cooperaci6n Externa, "Tenemos que organizar
nuestras propias fuerzas," Barricada, 27-29 July 1987, pp. 1-3.
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